Snowsports – Kitzbühel Ӏ Private Skischule Ӏ Josef – Pirchl Straße 26 c Ӏ 6370 Kitzbühel Ӏ
Hotline: + 43 (0) 664 390 00 90 Ӏ info@snowsports-kitzbuehel.at Ӏ www.snowsports-kitzbuehel.at

To Free ride means to be free to decide where to leave

Number of participants:

ones trail on untouched slopes of powder snow. Whether

Max.8 people per ski guide.

you ride a snow crawler to the wide, untapped mountain
tops, or walk up on fur lined skies, or whether you choose

Service

just to head for the slopes next to the lift, it’s all up to you.

All operations and organization are undertaken by trained ski instructors

We will adapt to your level of ability as your safety and joy is

holding a diploma in their field. All costs covering your journey, your stay

our priority. With us you will learn the correct technique used

and catering will have to be covered by you.

on different types of slopes and snow conditions. Relish the

Prerequisites

beauty of untouched nature!

Ability to ski on all types of slopes is required.

Equipment:

To bring along:

Prerequisites include:

The appropriate gear is essential. It would be best to wear active breathing

Avalanche transceiver, sensor and shovel are obligatory

apparel so any developing dampness can be pressed towards the outside

when free riding.

so the body remains dry. The ‘onion system’ has proven to be quite

We recommend carrying an avalanche airbag and a helmet.

successful over time. These are different layers of clothing that can be

Depending on the desired means of advancement: Skis with

taken of and put on very easily at all times.

appropriate ski tour binding and ski tour shoes.
In case you would like to rent or buy equipment we would be

Insurance:

more than happy to advise you. Please mention it while

You will be accompanied by well trained skiing instructors holding a

making a booking.

diploma in their field. If their instructions are followed there is a very low
risk of being involved in an accident. You are required to have a valid

Prices:

health insurance for all accidents for any eventualities.

1-3 people 300.- €
Additional days 280.- €

Operating schedule Info’s:

For every additional person 30.- €

Please call us a day before between 16:00 and 18:00 to confirm the

Security package: 60.- € (avalanche transceiver, shovel,

meeting point.

probe, ABS backpack)

Hotline: +43 664 390 00 90

All tours can- according to your desires and ability- take
place in the entire Kitzbüheler Alps region.

Annulations:
Please observe our annulations terms under Snowsports Kitzbühel general

Bookings:

terms and conditions: www.snowsports-kitzbuehel.at

Please make sure that all bookings are made in time as we
are usually fully booked relatively early. This way everything

Postponement

can be organized to your optimal satisfaction.

A different region may be selected if weather and snow conditions do not

Booking hotline: +43 664 390 00 90

match our requirement.

Skischool Office: Bichlstraße 7, Sport 2000 Etz
E-Mail: info@snowsports-kitzbuehel.at

With sporty regards

Meeting point:

Your Snowsports Kitzbühel Team

At the agreed upon time and place.

